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Abstract—Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) decomposes any non-negative matrix into the product of two low dimensional non-negative matrices. Since NMF learns effective parts-based representation, it has been widely applied in computer vision and data mining. However, traditional NMF has the risk learning rank-deficient basis on high-dimensional dataset with few examples especially when some examples are heavily corrupted by outliers. In this paper, we propose a Logdet divergence based sparse NMF method (LDS-NMF) to deal with the rank-deficiency problem. In particular, LDS-NMF reduces the risk of rank deficiency by minimizing the Logdet divergence between the product of basis matrix with its transpose and the identity matrix, meanwhile penalizing the density of the coefficients. Since the objective function of LDS-NMF is non-convex, it is difficult to optimize. In this paper, we develop a multiplicative update rule to optimize LDS-NMF in the frame of block coordinate descent, and theoretically prove its convergence.

Experimental results on popular datasets show that LDS-NMF can learn more stable representations than those learned by representative NMF methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many practical tasks confront the so-called “curse of dimensionality challenge” [1], and thus require effective methods to reduce the dimensionality of data at the preprocessing stage. Several dimension reduction methods aim to project high-dimensional data onto a lower-dimensional space, and boost subsequent processing. Among them, principle component analysis (PCA, [2]) and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF, [3] [4]) are two most popular unsupervised generative methods. PCA learns a group of orthogonal axes by maximizing variance of examples in the low-dimensional space, and NMF projects the high-dimensional data onto a positive low-dimensional orthant. Since many practical data, e.g., pixel values and video frames, are non-negative, it is natural to preserve such non-negativity property in the low-dimensional space.

In recent decades, NMF has been widely used in many data mining and computer vision tasks because its non-negativity constraint yields natural parts-based representation [5]. In particular, NMF [3][4] represents the examples as a combination of several non-negative bases, and allows only additive or non-subtractive coefficients. Since the non-negativity constraints over both basis and coefficients avoid cancellation of energies, NMF can learn parts-based representation. Since such parts-based representation is consistent with the psychological evidence in human brain [6][7][8], NMF has been widely applied in data representation. Figure 1 shows that our method can learn parts-based representation on the YaleB [9] dataset while PCA cannot. Recently, many NMF-based methods are developed by incorporating various regularization or constraints to enhance the representation capacity of the basis. For example, Hoyer [10] proposed NMF with sparseness constraint (NMFsc) to learn sparse representation of data. Cai et al. [11] proposed graph regularized NMF (GNMF) to enhance the image representation capacity by incorporating the data geometric structure regularization into NMF. Moreover, Chen et al. [12] proposed non-negative local coordinate factorization (NLCF) which adds a local coordinate into NMF to impose the basis to be close to the original data.

Although many NMF methods have succeeded in practical applications, they cannot perform well enough on some noisy datasets because their loss functions, i.e., Frobenius norm or Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, cannot handle outliers. To avoid this shortcoming, several works [13][14][15][16] incorporates additional knowledge into NMF. For example, Du et al. [13] proposed the correntropy induced metric based NMF method (CIM-NMF) which assumes that noise obeys non-Gaussian distribution. CIM-NMF significantly boosts NMF in terms of the subsequent classification or clustering performance. Yang et al. [14] integrated the Lasso regularization over data noises and Laplacian regularization over the coefficients into NMF, and proposed the robust NMF via joint sparse and graph regularization (RSGNMF) method. Kong et al. [15][16] proposed the $L_{2,1}$-NMF which utilizes $L_{2,1}$-norm to penalize the reconstruction loss meanwhile removing outliers from data. However, both traditional NMF and its variants cannot theoretically guarantee the rank of the learned basis to be equivalent.
to the predefined reduced dimensionality. This induces the so-called rank-deficiency problem, and prohibits them from stably representing limited high dimensional examples.

This paper proposes a Logdet divergence based sparse NMF method (LDS-NMF) to overcome the above drawbacks. Particularly, LDS-NMF reduces the risk of learning rank-deficient basis matrix by minimizing the Logdet divergence between the product of basis matrix with its transpose and the identity matrix. For example, to factorize the matrix given in Figure 2, the original NMF obtains a rank-deficient basis without any loss. Although LDS-NMF encourages a small loss, it can obtain more stable representation, i.e., the basis is full column-rank. To better represent a high-dimensional example in the learned low dimensional space, LDS-NMF simultaneously penalizes the density of its coefficient by minimizing its $L_1$-norm. Since sparse coefficients encourage to distribute energies over whole subspace, the incorporated Logdet divergence based regularization over the basis matrix and the $L_1$-norm regularization over the coefficients enhance each other. To take off the effect of outliers in the dataset, inspired by [15][16], LDS-NMF penalizes the reconstruction loss by $L_2,1$-norm due to its nice mathematical property. LDS-NMF is difficult to optimize because the objective function is jointly non-convex with respect to both basis matrix and coefficients. In this paper, we developed a multiplicative update rule to optimize LDS-NMF and proved its convergence. Experiments of both classification and clustering on popular image datasets suggest that LDS-NMF can learn more stable data representation than the representative NMF methods. The main contributions of this work are two-folds: 1) We incorporate the Logdet divergence regularization into NMF to reduce the rank-deficiency problem, and 2) We develop a multiplicative update rule (MUR) to optimize LDS-NMF and prove that the MUR converges theoretically.

II. LOGDET DIVERGENCE BASED SPARSE NMF

This section, we proposed a Logdet divergence based sparse NMF (LDS-NMF) method to overcome the rank-deficiency problem of NMF as well as its variants based on the regularization theory.

A. The LDS-NMF Model

NMF [3][4] represents each example as a combination of several non-negative bases. It allows only additive or non-subtractive coefficients and avoids cancellation of energies, and thus can induce parts-based representation. Since such representation is in line with human intuition [6][7][8], NMF has been widely applied in data representation. Thus, the quality of the learned basis plays a key role for representing data. But rank deficient basis indicates one or several of bases to be linear combinations of the remaining bases so that the learned basis loses ability to represent some examples, and thus significantly undermines the representation ability [17][18].

The rank-deficiency problem of NMF implies the learned basis matrix to be not a full rank one, and might lead to a trivial solution in some situations. For example, in the extreme case, all the learned bases are identical when the given training set contains several copies of one example in scales. In the real world, the rank-deficiency problem of basis brings a big challenge in the clustering or classification tasks, because the centroid of multiple clusters are in the same position. It is hard to decide data samples belong to which clusters in this situation, because the centroids of clusters are identical.

To overcome this deficiency, we incorporated a Logdet divergence regularization over the basis matrix and proposed a novel Logdet divergence regularized sparse NMF method. The Logdet divergence [19][20][21][22] is defined based on the Bregman vector divergence [23] to measure the discrepancy between two multivariate Gaussian distributions under certain constraints such as the linear constraint [20]. Given any two positive definite matrices, namely and with the same dimensionality, their Logdet divergence is defined by:

$$D_{\logdet}(A, A_0) = \log \det(A) - \log \det(A_0) - \langle \nabla \logdet(A), A - A_0 \rangle,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\logdet(A) = -\log \det(A)$, and the operator $(B,C) = tr(B^T C)$ denotes the inner product. By simple algebra, the formula (1) can be written as:

$$D_{\logdet}(A, A_0) = tr(AA_0^{-1}) - \log \det(AA_0^{-1}) - m,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $m$ denotes the dimensionality of $A$. The Logdet divergence has various properties [22][24] including: 1) scale invariance, i.e., $D_{\logdet}(\alpha A_0, \alpha A_0) = D_{\logdet}(A, A_0)$ for any positive $\alpha$; 2) translation invariance, i.e., $D_{\logdet}(SAS^T, S_0A_0S_0^T) = D_{\logdet}(A, A_0)$ for any invertible matrix $S$; and 3) range space preservation, i.e., $range(A) = range(A_0)$ if and only if $D_{\logdet}(A, A_0)$ is finite.

Based on the third property of Logdet divergence, it is easy to verify the following observation: for any matrix $W \in R^{m \times r}$, $range(W^T W) = r$ if and only if $D_{\logdet}(W^T W, I_r)$ is finite, where $I_r$ signifies the $r$-dimensional identity matrix. According to [22], we note that there is a feasible $W$ with a finite $D_{\logdet}(W^T W, I_r)$ when minimizing $D_{\logdet}(W^T W, I_r)$. Therefore, we can preserve the range space of $W$ by minimizing $D_{\logdet}(W^T W, I_r)$ according to the following Lemma 1.

Lemma 1: Given two positives $m$ and $r$ which satisfy $r \leq m$, if the matrix $W' \in R^{m \times r}$ minimizes the following objective:

$$W' = \arg\min_W D_{\logdet}(W^T W, I_r),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

then $range(W') = r$.  

Fig. 2. Motivating example. (a) NMF obtains perfect factorization without any loss, but the rank-deficient basis may cause redundant representation, and (b) LDS-NMF obtains an approximate factorization with a small loss 8.28, but it can yield full column-rank basis.
Algorithm 1: The MUR algorithm for LDS-NMF

Input: Examples $X \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$, positive constant $\gamma > 1$, penalty parameter $\lambda > 0$
Output: $W$ and $H$
1: Initialize: $W$ and $H$.
2: repeat
3: Update $W$ as follows:
   
   $$W \leftarrow W \odot \frac{X D H^T + \lambda W [(W^T W)^{-1}]}{W H D H^T + \lambda W [(W^T W)^{-1}] -}.$$ 
4: Update $H$ as follows:
   
   $$H \leftarrow H \odot \frac{W^T X D}{W^T W H D + \gamma}.$$ 
5: Update $D$ as follows:
   
   $$D_{ij} \leftarrow 1 / \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} (X - WH)_{ij}^2 \right).$$
6: until {Converged.}

We leave the proof in Appendix A.

According to Lemma 1, the Logdet divergence based can reduce the risk of NMF to suffer from the rank-deficiency problem, i.e., minimizing $D_{id}(W^T W, I_r)$ enforces that there exist at least $r$ independent bases, in NMF. Based on the regularization theory, we have the following objective:

$$\min_{W \geq 0, H \geq 0} D(X | WH) + \lambda D_{id}(W^T W, I_r),$$  
(4)

where $D(\cdot | \cdot)$ signifies the loss function of NMF, e.g., Frobenius norm and KL-divergence, $H$ denotes the coefficients, and $\lambda$ signifies a positive tradeoff parameter. Although (4) preserves the range space of $W$, it still cannot prohibit $W$ from a trivial solution, e.g., the resultant $W$ contains a zero column. We therefore expected the energy to be distributed over all the low dimensions to overcome this deficiency. To this end, we incorporated sparsity regularization over coefficients by minimizing the $L_1$-norm of each column of $H$. We have the objective of Logdet divergence regularized sparse NMF, i.e.,

$$\min_{W \geq 0, H \geq 0} D(X | WH) + \frac{\lambda}{2} D_{id}(W^T W, I_r) + \gamma \sum_{j=1}^{n} \|H j\|_1,$$  
(5)

where $H j$ represents the $j$-th column of $H$, and $\gamma$ denotes the penalty parameter.

As analyzed in Section I, NMF often suffers from the rank-deficiency problem on the corrupted dataset, i.e., some coordinates of data matrix are contaminated by outliers. Therefore, to filter out the effect of outliers in LDS-NMF, we choose the $L_{2,1}$-norm to measure the reconstruction error in (5) due to its nice mathematical property [15][16], i.e.,

$$D(X | WH) = \|X - WH\|_{2,1}.$$  

B. Optimization Algorithm

Although both the second and the third terms of (5) are convex, the objective function of LDS-NMF is jointly non-convex because the loss function in the first term are jointly non-convex with respect to both $W$ and $H$. Here we developed a block coordinate descent based algorithm to optimize LDS-NMF by alternating updating $W$ and $H$ with multiplicative rules. Based on the auxiliary function technique, we can establish the following Theorem 1, where we denote the inverse operator of a matrix by $(\cdot)^{-1}$, and denote the positive and negative components of a matrix by $[\cdot]_+$ and $[\cdot]_-$, respectively.

Theorem 1: The objective function (5) is non-increasing under updating $W$, $H$, and $D$ with steps 3, 4, and 5 in Algorithm 1.

We leave the proof in Appendix B.

Based on Theorem 1, we can summarize the optimization procedure of LDS-NMF in Algorithm 1. The major computation of Algorithm 1 is cost by steps 3, 4 and 5. They correspond to the updating rules for $W$, $H$ and $D$, respectively. Step 3 requires computing the matrix inverse of a $r \times r$ matrix, which takes time of $O(r^3)$, and meanwhile involves a few matrix multiplications and element-wise product and division operations that cost $O(mr^2 + n^2r + mr + n^2r + mn^2 + mn + mr + r^2n)$. Thus, the total time complexity of Step 3 is $O(r^3 + mr^2 + n^2r + mn^2 + mn + mr + r^2n)$. Step 4 executes the same matrix operations with ordinary MUR including a few matrix multiplications, and then the total running time is $O((mn + r)n^2 + mr^2 + rn)$. For Step 5, the matrix multiplication and subtraction costs time of $O(mn)$ and $O(mn)$, respectively. Therefore, the total time complexity for Algorithm 1 equals to $O(r^3 + mr^2 + n^2r + mn^2 + mn + mr + r^2n + rn)$.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Face Recognition

We first evaluates the effectiveness and efficiency of LDS-NMF compared to the representative NMF [4], $L_{2,1}$-NMF [15], CIM-NMF [13] and PCA [2] on two face image datasets including YaleB [9] and AR [25]. All algorithms are implemented in Matlab 7.10.0 on a workstation which contains four 3.4GHz Intel (R) Core (TM) processor and an 8 GB RAM.
The AR Database [25] consists of 2600 images of each subject were randomly selected for training on the YaleB dataset.

For each dataset, we aligned all frontal face images according to the eye position and randomly selected different numbers of images from each individual as the training set, and the remainder is divided into the validation set and the testing set. All compared methods adopt the raw pixel values of images as features to learn a non-negative basis on the same training set, select the parameter on the same validation set, and are subsequently evaluated on the identical testing set.

To quantify the performance of all compared methods, we choose two well-known classifiers: the nearest neighbor (NN) and SVM to calculate the percentage of correctly classified images as the accuracy of face recognition. For fair comparison, each experiment was independently conducted 50 times to remove the influence of randomness. For NMF, $L_{2,1}$-NMF and CIM-NMF, they do not involve any parameter tuning. For LDS-NMF, the parameter selection will be introduced in the next subsection.

1) AR Dataset: The AR Database [25] consists of 2600 face images totally of 100 subjects. Each subject has 26 images with more varying facial expressions, different illumination conditions and more outliers, such as glasses, sunglasses and mufflers. In the experiment, we randomly select five, seven and nine images for per subject as three train datasets termed P5, P7 and P9, respectively. The rest of images are divided equally into validation and test dataset. Figure 3 shows that LDS-NMF significantly outperforms other three methods under different configurations based on nearest neighbor classifier. More important, LDS-NMF achieves 10.03%, 9.80% and 9.45% relative improvement against the second best method in P5, P7 and P9, respectively. Figure 3 indicates that LDS-NMF achieves more improvements when the reduced dimensionality is higher. Moreover, Table I reports the highest recognition accuracy of the compared methods by two classifiers including nearest neighbor (NN) and support vector machine(SVM). It also implies the effectiveness of LDS-NMF in term of face recognition accuracy.

2) YaleB Dataset: The YaleB database [9] is an extension of the Yale face Database. There are totally 2424 face images of 38 individuals. Each individual has 59 images at least and 64 images at most under different illumination conditions. In our experiment, we randomly select five, seven and nine images for per individual as three train datasets termed P5, P7 and P9, respectively. The remainder is divided equally into the validation and test dataset. Figure 4 shows that LDS-NMF is superior to the compared methods under varying dimensionalities in terms of average recognition accuracy. Table II also shows that LDS-NMF method also achieves the highest recognition accuracy compared with the representative methods in both classifiers.

### Table II. The Highest Recognition Accuracy and Corresponding Reduced Dimensionality (in Bracket) on the YaleB Dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDS-NMF</td>
<td>0.6140(0.6909)</td>
<td>0.6894(0.7641)</td>
<td>0.7382(0.8264)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{2,1}$-NMF</td>
<td>0.6113(0.6808)</td>
<td>0.6881(0.7484)</td>
<td>0.7360(0.8193)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM-NMF</td>
<td>0.6002(0.6497)</td>
<td>0.6738(0.7237)</td>
<td>0.7235(0.7698)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMF [18]</td>
<td>0.6109(0.6551)</td>
<td>0.6840(0.7268)</td>
<td>0.7340(0.7801)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA [21]</td>
<td>0.3089(0.5382)</td>
<td>0.3733(0.7107)</td>
<td>0.4242(0.7095)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Image Clustering

To evaluate the clustering performance of LDS-NMF, we compare LDS-NMF with NMF, $L_{2,1}$-NMF and CIM-NMF on COIL [26] and JAFFE [27] datasets with clustering accuracy and normalized mutual information (NMI) [28]. In clustering tasks, we adopt the raw pixels to learn the coefficients of examples and then utilize the K-means method to cluster the learned coefficients. Note that the number of the clusters as a prior knowledge is set to the number of selected objects. For NMF, $L_{2,1}$-NMF and CIM-NMF, they do not involve any parameter tuning. For LDS-NMF, the parameter selection will be introduced in the next subsection.

1) COIL20 Dataset: The COIL20 dataset contains 1,440 images with the uniform black background for 20 objects. Each object has 72 images under different angles. Each image is cropped to $32 \times 32$ pixels. We randomly select different numbers of objects to evaluate the clustering performance, and meanwhile each trial is independently conducted 50 times to remove the influence of randomness for fair comparison. Figure 5 shows that LDS-NMF is superior to the compared methods under different number of classes in terms of average accuracy and NMI.

2) JAFFE Dataset: The JAFFE dataset contains 213 face images belong on 10 Japanese females. Each person has around 20-23 images with varying facial expressions. Each image is cropped to $256 \times 256$ pixels. We randomly select different numbers of individuals as the training subsets. Figure 6 shows that LDS-NMF outperforms the compared methods under varying number of classes in terms of average accuracy and NMI.
and fixed as follows:

\[
\gamma = \|W\|_2 \leq \lambda W = \lambda
\]

\[
H = H^T = 1
\]

\[
D \approx r
\]

\[
A = I
\]

\[
Z = W
\]

\[
B = HDH^T
\]

\[
\text{range}(Z) \leq \text{range}(W) \leq \min\{m, r\} = r.
\]

This completes the proof. \rule{1cm}{0.4mm}

**B. Proof of Theorem 1**

We prove by utilizing the majorization minimization technique. According to [15][16], we have

\[
\|X - WH^{t+1}\|_{2,1} \leq \|X - WH^t\|_{2,1} \leq \frac{1}{2} \left( \text{tr}(X - WH^{t+1})D(X - WH^t)^T \right),
\]

where \(D_{ii} = 1/|x_i - W h_i^t|\), \(t\) is the iteration counter.

Since \(\text{tr}(Z^T A ZB) \leq \sum_{ik} (AZ'B)_{ik} Z_{ik}^2\), let \(A = I, Z = W\), and \(B = HDH^T\), we have:

\[
\text{tr}(WHDH^T W^T) \leq \sum_{ik} \frac{(W^T HDH^T)_{ik} W_j^2}{W_{ik}}.
\]

Thus, auxiliary function of \(\text{tr}(X - WH)D(X - WH)^T\) is:

\[
\text{tr}(XDX^T - 2HT^T WX) + \sum_{ik} \frac{(W^T HDH^T)_{ik} W_j^2}{W_{ik}}.
\]

Combining (7)-(9), we have the following auxiliary function of \(\|X - WH\|_{2,1}^2\):

\[
\frac{1}{2} \left( \text{tr}(XDX^T - 2HT^T WX) + \sum_{ik} \frac{(W^T HDH^T)_{ik} W_j^2}{W_{ik}} \right).
\]

Likewise, we use the matrix inequality \(\text{tr}(Z^T A ZB) \leq \sum_{ik} (AZ'B)_{ik} Z_{ik}^2\), and let the left term \(A = I, Z = W, B = I,\) and thus there holds:

\[
\frac{\lambda}{2} \text{tr}(W^T W) \leq \frac{\lambda}{2} \sum_{ik} W_{ik} W_j^2.
\]

Besides, the auxiliary function of \(\frac{\lambda}{2} \log \det(W^T W)\) is:

\[
\frac{\lambda}{2} \log \det(W^T W)
\]

\[
+ \lambda \sum_{ik} (W(W^T W')^{-1})_{ik} W'_k (1 + \log \frac{W_{ik}}{W'_k})
\]

\[- \lambda \sum_{ik} (W(W^T W')^{-1})_{ik} \frac{W_{ik}^2 + W_{ik}^2}{2W_{ik}^2} + 2r.
\]

Based on the first-order Taylor series expansion, we can expand \(\log \det(W^T W)\) as: \(\log \det(W^T W) \approx \log \det(W^T W) + 2\text{tr}(W(W^T W')^{-1}(W - W')^T) + 2r\).
Then we can obtain the upper bound of $\log \det(W^T W)$ as follows:

$$
- \log \det(W^T W') - 2r(\log \det(W^T W')^{-1})_+
+ 2r(\log \det(W' W')^{-1})_+ - 2r - \log \det(W^T W')
- 2 \sum_{ik} (W' W')^{-1}_{ik} W''_k (1 + \log \frac{W''_k}{W'_k})
+ 2 \sum_{ik} (W' W')^{-1}_{ik} \frac{W''_k^2 + W'_k^2}{W'_k^2} - 2r.
$$

(13)

According to (10)-(13), we can construct the auxiliary function $G(W, W')$ of $J(W, H)$ as follows:

$$
\frac{1}{2} \left( \text{tr}(XDXT - 2HDH^T XD) + \sum_{ik} \frac{(W' HDH^T)_{ik} W''_k}{W'_k} \right)
+ \lambda \sum_{ik} \frac{W''_k^2}{W'_k} - \lambda \log \det(W^T W')
- \lambda (W' W')^{-1} - 1_{ik} W''_k (1 + \log \frac{W''_k}{W'_k})
+ \lambda (W' W')^{-1} \frac{W''_k^2 + W'_k^2}{W'_k^2} - 2r.
$$

(14)

Then we can obtain the derivative of $G(W, W')$ as follows:

$$
\frac{\partial}{\partial W} G(W, W') = -(XDHT)_{ik} + (W' HDH^T)_{ik} W''_k
+ \lambda \frac{W''_k W'_k}{W'_k} - \lambda (W' W')^{-1} \frac{W''_k}{W'_k}
- \lambda (W' W')^{-1} \frac{W''_k}{W'_k}.
$$

(15)

By (15), we derive the update rule for $W$ (cf. Step 3 in Algorithm 1). Likewise, we can yield the update rule for $H$ (cf. Step 4 in Algorithm 1). The auxiliary function can help the objective function to get the following inequality:

$$
J(W^{t+1}, H^{t+1}) \leq J(W^{t}, H^{t+1}) \leq J(W^{t}, H^{t}),
$$

(16)

where $J(W, H)$ is the objective function. Since the objective (5) has the lower bound, we know that the sequences generated by Algorithm 1 converge to a stable saddle point, according to (16). Moreover, the derivatives equal to zero when the equality of (16) holds. Thus, such saddle point is still a local solution as well. This completes the proof.■
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